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Explore the Lisa McDennon Collection:
Sculptural, edgy designs with an
original point of view.
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A F F I L I AT E S

ON THE COVER
The HK Living scene on our cover this month showcases several looks we
included in our trend reports in this issue, including the Large Wicker hanging
lamp, Wall Chart XXL Palms, and the Army Green couch and leather pouf.
For information on all products, visit www.hklivingusa.com.
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design notebook
BY ALISON MARTIN

FOLIO
I labored over the shape of the cut crystal
on the two- and three-tiered Folio pendant.
I wanted something different. I didn’t want
a stock standard, so we developed our own
for this.

FROM SLIDESHOW TO SHOWROOM
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LUDLOW
I love mixing materials
on my interiors. The
white hair on hide I just
love. I think it’s fun and
whimsical. I think lighting
needs to be fun. It needs
to have personality,
and I really wanted
my collection to have
personality. Hopefully,
people will respond to
that and play around
with it a little bit.

REN
With the outer pods of the Ren pendant, we added
texture with a hammered effect on the outside, and
then we did the gold leawng on the interior. This
particular wxture originally was inspired by a candle
votive that I had in my store that I found on one of my
travels. I loved how the light danced around the gold,
so here I just knew this would be a perfect wxture to
do that with and allow the light to glow.
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NULA
I love ceramics and I love pottery, and so the
idea was to create this shell on the outside
to make it look like it was a broken piece of
pottery. The cluster pendant has an adjustable
ring, so you can pull it real tight, almost like
you’re cinching your belt, and it almost gives
you a barnacle cluster effect. When you pull
the ring up, it spreads it out.

Visit www.hinkleylighting.com
to see McDennon’s collection.
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